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The EUREX pilot plant of ENEA Research Centre of Saluggia (Italy) reprocessed, between
1970 and 1983, some 600 elements and 1.5 tonnes of irradiated fuel from MTR and CANDU
reactors. The general programme of denuclearization of the site actually focuses on the main
priority of the conditioning of the about 400 m3 of High and Low Level Liquid wastes stored
in Saluggia.
For this reason, in 1997 a project for the H&LLW conditioning, named "CORA" has started.
The "CORA" unit will solidify the liquid wastes applying the Cold Crucible Melter (CCM)
technology; due to the low volume amount of wastes to vitrify, the "CORA" project has been
accurately tailored in order to reduce social impact on public acceptance, costs and
conditioning plant volumes to dismantle at the end of the work.
For this reason, all the main nuclear components of the conditioning unit (input tank and
pretreatment section, CC Melter, pot handling, off-gas system, interim glass storage) will be
hosted inside four existing cells of the EUREX plant, duely dismantled. The EUREX plant
services (electric and process fluid supplies, controlled areas, ventilation system...) will be
reused too, rewamped in some cases. The reuse of a nuclear plant which was built in the 60's,
as the EUREX is, for future conditioning activities to be "transplanted" there in the next years,
it is not quite an easy job: the partial EUREX dismantling must permit an easy recovery of
process areas and spread of contamination from old components (tanks, pipes, valves...) has
to be minimized as far as possible.
The four cells, used in past EUREX reprocessing activities, that will be reused for the
"CORA" conditioning unit, are described in the following table:

Cell

010
011

013

014

Past use
(reprocessing)

Solvent recovery
2nd extraction cycle

Spare - empty
3rd extraction cycle

(never used)

Future use
(waste conditioning)
Interim glass storage

Waste input and
pretreatment

Melter off-gas
Glass melter and pot

handling

Of the abovesaid four cells, just two (010 and 011) had been used in hot operation and host
contaminated components.
The dismantling activities, in order to allow the "CORA" unit to be installed, started in 1997
with the dismantling of cell 014.
Even if this cell has never been used in hot operation and it was then not contaminated, its
dismantling has been made "as if it was", in order to structure and check the further
dismantling of contaminated cells 010 and 011.
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As it is scheduled to reuse the cells very shortly after their dismantling and they will be the
workplace for the "CORA" unit construction team, special dismantling techniques and tools
have been designed, with the main goal to reduce contamination spread inside the cells to
negligible levels. They have been tested in inactive 014 cell dismantling and then put in
operation in 2000, when hot cells dismantling started.

Cells 010 and 011 never recorded leaks during past operation and a complete direct
radiological mapping of cells in past years confirmed that all the radioactivity, mainly due to
alpha emitters, was still kept inside the first containment (pipes and tanks).
The actual status of the cells dismantling is the following:

Cell
010

011

013
014

Dismantling status
To start jan. 2002

Started jan.2000
60% dismantled

Programme
To completed by

dec.2002
To be completed within

dec. 2001
Empty and ready
Empty and ready

hi order to minimize contamination spread, pipe cutting is made by a hydraulic shear, leaving
the cut edges closed. Size reduction of pipes and tanks, to optimize the 5 m3 steel storage
containers filling is, as far as possible, made out of the working area of the cells. To achieve
this goal a preliminary sketch of pipes to be cut and where the minimal cuts ought to be done
is prepared before each intervention.
The time constrains of the dismantling programme do not permit a characterization of metallic
waste produced in real time and a special traceability system has been then put in place. Every
single piece produced is numbered, associated with the original pipe line record (process
stream data): it will be then easier, in the future characterization step, to post the liquid stream
data of past process samplings to the contamination spectrum awaited for each piece.
Another minimization of contamination spread risk during operations has been the accurate
drying of components: after the emptying to dead volume of tanks, their upper pipes have
been cut and a thin plastic hose has been introduced to evacuate the remaining bottom liquid.
Where the pipelines bending may retain a residual liquid if present, the pipe is deformed in
straight and draining shape before cutting. If this operation cannot be performed, a small drain
drilling is made.

According to the actual experience, it is possible to reduce, with direct human operation,
special training and tailored techniques and tools, the spread of contamination during
dismantling to very low levels, even in a tight schedule. Whether in the 010 and 011 cells this
is compulsory to ease further conditioning activities, such a philosophy will be adopted in the
other EUREX cells future dismantling in order to reduce concrete and lining volumes, to
dispose of as a radioactive waste, at a minimum.

Ref: ENEA RT/ERG/98/5 «Azioni propedeutiche allo smantellamento di alcune celle di
processo delPimpianto EUREX: lo smantellamento della cella inattiva 014 e la campagna di
lavaggio impianto» (Preliminary actions for some EUREX plant process cells dismantling:
inactive cell 014 dismantling and plant rinsing campaigns)
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